
The Whore Moans Hello From the Radio Wasteland Mt. Fuji Records 

Fist pumping, hip shaking, swagger-inducing, and yes, completely gorgeous - Seattle Rock 

and Roll dynasty The Whore Moans have been slanging their tight, soulful brand of 

scuzz rock since 2005. The Whore Moans newest release on Mt. Fuji Records is titled "Hello 

from the Radio Wasteland!" Recorded in glorious analog by producer Johnny Sangster, (The 

Posies, Mud Honey, The Briefs,) the album moves the group into new and exciting territory. 

 

Refusing to be boring, the record is a meditation on the strange musical landscape one finds 

crackling on the midnight radio. The songs on Wasteland move and twist like an expansive 

interstate, touching on Nuggets-era garage, Specter-style pop, and jean jacket adorned 

metal. Starting with a vaudevillian sales pitch for a cure-all serum in "Nerve Tonic!" and 

landing on a searing snapshot of the American landscape with "Here Comes America," the 

album moves through themes of consumerism, comic books, love lost, love lived, and hard 

living. "Hello From the Radio Wasteland!" is an obsession with a continuously redefined pop 

culture. The Whore Moans new record is immediate and engaging, much like the culture 

that spawned it. 

 

Hello from the Radio Wasteland! hits the street in Europe on Tuesday March 2, 2010  and 

the band will tour the Europe extensively following the release. The Whore Moans glorious 

noise should hit a chord with fans of The Murder City Devils to Mclusky. 

Trust us, you don’t want to miss this glorious noise. “The best blistering-hot melting pot 

that's been cooked up in recent history, combining soul, rock and roll, hardcore, garage, 

and punk into one sweeping blur of heavily bassed and wonderfully brash rock.” – The  

Stranger  

 

Track listing: 

1. Nerve Tonic! 

2. Holy Fucking Moment 

3. Fingers and Martyrs 

4. White Noise Melody 

5. Wall of a Song 

6. Hearts and Wires 

7. No Soul 

8. Rise and Shine 

9. Dead Man’s Drink 

10. Cave of the Auger Tree 

11. Rockets and Knots 

12. Cold Comfort (in the Night)  

13. Here Comes America  
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